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Abstiact
There is remarkably little research related to individuals utro experience sexual
dysfunction post stroke. while there is research documenting some of the medical and
physical issues related to sexual expression after stsoke, little research has been reported
that addresses how these issues are resolved. Additional research is needed to ascertain
the needs of clients, as well as the role occupational therapy (oT) can play in assisting
clients to r€gain previous levels of sexual expression'
The purpose ofthis study was to gain an understanding ofpossible oT related
needs of individuals who have experienced sexual dysfunction post stroke. A
questionnaire specifically designed for this research was distributed to coordinators of 28
stoke clubs for distribution to club members. The questionnaire focused on sexual
expression post stroke, addressing arcas such as participation' satisfactiorL and
involvernent of occupational therapists (oTs) and other health care professionals. Forty-
seven completed surveys were received'
Theresulsofthisstrrdyfoundthatamajority(847o)ofindividualswhohave
sustained a shoke experienced changes in participation and satisfaction regarding sexual
expression.onaverage,only22%ofindividualswlrowerefouryeafspoststrokehad
resolvedtheirdifficultiessatisfactorily.Weakness(52.8%)andpoorendurance(507o)
werereportedtohavethegeatestinfluerrceonsexualexpression.Fearandanxietywere
alsoimporhntfactors,andshokeclubsupportandtimewercnotedasthefactorsthat
contibuted most to resolution by those who had achieved it. Sixty-one percent of
participants reported that no health care professional addressed the issue of sexual
expressionwiththemaftertheirstroke.Ninetypercentofparticipantsinttrisstrrdyfeltit
lll
was apprcpriate for OT to address difficulties with sexual expression in the post sboke
intervention plan. While sixty-eight perc€nt felt that talking onc on one with an OT
would be useful, over half (53 .77o) of the participants also felt that watching a video with
a spouse would be beneficial. Over seventy-five percent felt discussions with their
spouse and an OT would be appropriate.
clearly, oT needs to develop intervention models and techniques that specifically
address issues of sexuality and include them as standard interventions for clients who
have experienced a stroke.
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Chapter l: Inboduction
Sexual dysfunction is a common condition for many individuals who experience a
s&oke. The purpose of this chapter is to pmvide an overview of difficulties with sexual
expression for individuals affected by stroke.
Background
The expression of sexuality is an inrcgral component ofthe "human experience"
(Northcott & Charrd, 2000, p. 412) and has many aspects including physiological,
psychological, and sociocultgral elements. Ther€ arc various physiological processes that
occtr within the human body during sexual activity such as excitement, platearl orgasm,
or resolution. Such processes are required throughout the life span to derive satisfaction
from sexual activitY.
Despite beliefs that sexual activity dissipates with aging many older people are
enjoying sdis&ing sexual relationships (Bortz, Wallace' & Wiley, 199)' However, as
the natural aging process occurs, disease and illness can often hindq an individual's
ability to engage in sexual expression. As a resul! it rnay be important for many older
individuals to leam compensatory techniques to enable nomral, healthy sexual
expression.
sexual dysfunction is a condition that crcates dish[bances in an individual's
sexual rcsponse cycle. It may occur in both healthy males and females, as well as in
those individuals who experience various medical conditions'
Individuals wlro sustain a shoke may experience sexual dysfimction as a result of
their shoke. According to a recent study a "majority of the stroke patients reported a
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marked decline in all the measured sexual functions..." (Korpelaineg NieninerU &
Myllya, 1999, p.715).
sexual dysfirnction post sftoke not only affects the individual who experienced
the shoke, but their spouse or sigrificant other as well. Being a caregiver to a spouse or
significant other and having to preserve intimacy in a reliationship can be difficult
(Korpelainen, et al., 1999).
Stoke rehabilitation is a crucial part ofthe recovery process. current research
supports the prcmise ofneural plasticity, whereby damaged areas of the brain arc able to
regain functioru and there is an increased need for rehabilitation services for individuals
who have sustained a stroke. The theory ofneural pla*icity allows therapists to stive for
recovery of function prior to emphasizing compensafory techniques for their clients.
Services such as OT can help shoke clients increase firnction and gain independence.
In teaching clie,lrts to gain independence it is important to look at all aspects ofan
individual's life, including those of sexuality. OT textbooks include infomration on
sexuality ad disability, yet research on sexual dysfunction post stroke is exEemely
limited. Research needs to be conducted to better understand the needs ofindividuals
who sustain a stnoke and experience sexual dysfunction'
Problem
There have been few research studies thar have identified medical causes and
issues related to sexual expression for individuals post stroke. while sexual expression is
ide,mified as an occupation in the occupational Therapy Practice Framework Domain and
Process (AoTA, 2()02b), it is not known if persons who experience difficrrlties with
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sexual expression want oTs to address the area ofsexual expression and the types of
interventions that migfut be appmopriate.
Rationale
In an effort to det€rmine the pervasiveness of difficulties with sexual expression
post stoke, a shrdy was conducted by Carod' Egido, Gonzales, Varela de seijas, &
Korpelainen (199) which concluded that 71.5% of subjects were found to have a marked
decline in sexual function one year after stroke. Despite such findings, literature is
limited for those individuals who experience sexual dysfunction post stroke, despirc a
greater incidence ofstroke when compared to a less pervasive condition' such as spinal
cord injuries.
To illustate this lack ofresearctr" the incidence of individuals in the United States
wlro are affected by shoke each year is approximxely 600,000 (American Heart
Association, 2001) as compared to the incidence of individuals (4p,roximately I1,000) in
the united states who re afrected by spinal cord i4iury each year (centers for Disease
Contsol and Prevention, 2002). Yet, despite the fact that the incident of stroke is over
fiffy times gresfer than that of spinal cord injury, little research has been conducted on
issues relating to sexual expression post stroke as opposed to the amount ofresearch
conducted on sexual expression post spinal cord injuries. In addition' the issues, research
findings, and concerns relating to the diagnoses of spinal cord injrries and strokes vary
greatly,thusmakingtheuseofspinalcordinjuryresearchdaraoflimitedvaluein
teating Post stoke clients.
Asnotedpreviously,sexuatityislistedasanareaofoccupationandtheiefore,itis
important that OTs are prepared to deal with issues of sexual dysfunction 
post stroke
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since stroke is one of the most common conditions requiring OT. Such knowledge can
help clients rrclaim a sense of ind€pendence regarding their own sexual expr€ssion
(Wallac€, 2001). Clearly, additional research focused on post sroke sexual dysfirnction
is needed for study and development ofOT interventions.
Purpose ofStudy
The purpose ofthis study was to gain a grearer undemtanding ofthe impact of
stroke on the occupation of sexual expression. It was also the purpose of this study to
determine if professionals arre addressing the topic of sexual dysfunction post strroke with
their clienb, in addition to leaming the intervention methods being utilized. Moreover,
this study examined various methods of OT treaments utilized by OTs and the
perceptions of clients as to the effectiveness of such methods'
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Detinition of Terms
Adaptation: ..the effect ofa person's purpose and/or occupational performance on the
person's developmental stnrchre" (Nelson, 1994, p.28)
Arousal: ..to muse or stimulate to action or to physiological readiness for activity"
(Meniam & Webster, 2003)
Breast: ..either of the pair of mammary glands extending from the front of the chest in
pubescent and adult human females and some other marnmals" (Merriam & Webster'
2003)
coital: .1he physical union of male and female genitalia accompanied by rhythmic
movements usually leading to the ejaculation of sernen from the penis into the female
reproduc'tive system" (Meniam & Webster' 2003)
Desensitize: ..to make (a sensitized or hypersensitive individual) insensitive or
nor€active to a sensitizing agent" (Meniam & Webster, 2ffi3)
Developmental structure: "consists ofsensorimotor, cognitive, and psychosocial abilities
and characteristics" (Nelsou l9Da, p. 20)
Dyspareunia:'lainfirl sexual intercourse" (Russell' 1998)
Ejaculation: "highly coordinated, complex neurophysiologic even! involving the
ernission of semen from the prostate, seminal vesicles, and vas defercns into the prostatic
uretbra and propulsion of this fluid bolus in an antegrade direction along the u€tbm"
(Koenemaq Mulhall, & Goldsteiq 1997,p.79)'
Erection: *the state marked by firm turgid form and erect position of a previously flaccid
bodily part containing cavemous tissue when thal tissue becomes dilated with blood'
b: an occuneirce of such a state in the penis or clitoris" (Merriam & webster' 2003)
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Female sexual arousal disorder: "persistent or recun€nt inability tro attain or maintain
sufficient sexual excitement, causing personal distress" (Brassil & Keller,2002, p' 238)
Hypoactive sexual desire disorder: "persistent or recurrent deficiency (or absence) of
sorual fantasies and/or desire for, or receptivity to, sexual activity which causes personal
distess" (Brassil & Keller,2002, p. 238)
lmpotence: "tlre quality or state of being impotent" (Meniam & Webster, 2003)
Impotent: .tnable to have sexuat intercourse because oferectile dysfunction; sterile"
(Meniam & Webster, 2003)
Intimacy: *feeling of emotional and/or sexual connectedness toward another person"
(Giordano, 2002, P.'t4)
Libido: "sexual drive" (Meniam & Webster, 2fi)3)
lvlaladaptation: ..occupational performance that can result in a weakened or less
competent developmental stuctur€, so that the person is even more likely to fril in the
flrture when confronted with a challenge" (Nelso& 1994, p' 29)
Meaning: ..the entire interpretive process in which an individual engages when
encountering an occupational form" Q{elsoD, 19,4, p' 21)
occupation: ..lhe relationship between an occupational form and an occupational
performance'(Nelsonr 1994, P. l0)
occupational Form: "the objective set of circumshnceq external to the persoq tbat
eticits, guides, or stnrctures the person's occupational performance" (Nelsou 19%' p' I l)
occuparionalPerformance:..tlrevoluntarydoingofthepersonsinthecontq<tofthe
occupational form" (Nelson' l9%, p' ll)
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occupational role: the tasks or occupations that individuals carry out as part of society
(Early & Pedretti, 2001)
orgasm: *intense or paroxysmal excitement; especially: an explosive discharge of
neuromuscular tensions at the height of sexual arousal that is usually accompanied by the
ejaculation of semen in the male and by vaginal contractions in the female" (Meniam &
Webster,2003)
Orgasmic disorder: "persistent or rccun€nt difficulty, delay in' or absence of, attaining
orgasm following sufficient sexual stimulation and arousal, which causes personal
dishess" (Brassil & Keller,2002' p. 238)
purpose: .the experience of wanting an outcome to result from occupational
perfonnance; purpose is the link betrreen meaning, developmental sfucture, and
occuparional performance" (Nelsoru 1994, p' 23)
Refractory period: 'tlre period of timc immediately following one orgasm that is needed
in order to achieve the next orgasm" (Sipski & Alexander, 1997 , p77)
satisfaction:..fulfillmentofaneedorwant;thequalityorstateofbeingsatisfied;a
source or means of enjoyment" (Merriam & Webster, 2003)
sexuat .bf, relating to, or associated with sex or the sexes" (Merriam & webster' 2003)
sexual Activity: *...masturtation, noncoital portnered activities, and intercourse' (Zeiss
& Kasl-GodlY, 2001, P. 19)
sexual dri-ve: the desire of wanting to engage in sexual activity (Korpelaineq * al',
199)
Sexualdysfrrnction:.disfuitancesinthesexualresponsecycleorpainassociatedwith
sexual arousal or intercourse" (Beers & Berkow' 1999'p' 352)
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sexual Expression: the way in which a person participates in activities that are related to
their sexuality
Sexual Intercourse: l: "heterosexual intercourse involving penetration ofthe vagina by
the penis; 2: intercourse involving genital contact between individuals other than
peneration of the vagina by the penis" (Merriam & Webster' 2003)
Sexuality: the way in which a person expresses hidlrer sexual needs or desires
Sexual pain disorder: 'tecurrent or persistent genital pain associated with sexual
interconrse known as dyspareunid' @rassil & Keller, 2002,p.238)
Stroke: *a sudden diminution or loss ofconsciousness, sensatiorL and voluntary motion
caused by rupture or obstruction parenthetical (as by a clot) ofan artery of the brain also
called apoplexy'' (Merriam & Webster, 2003)
Stroke Club: a meeting place where individuals who have experienced a stroke
voluntarily congregate to discuss issues that relate to their condition
vagina: ..a canal in a femate mammal that leads from the uterus to the extemal orifice of
the genital canal" (Meniam & Webster, 2003)
Vulva: *The external parts of the female genital organs" (Merriam & webster,2003)
Chapter 2: Literarure Review
The focus of this chapter is to outline various aspects of human sexuality. It
illustrates the importance ofan individual's sexual expression regardless of age or
disability.
Seilality
Sexuality is a multifaceted component of life. "'The thread of sexuality is woven
densely into the fabric of human existence"' (Russell, l99E, p' 49)' It is a normal and
healthy aspect of living which includes, 'lhysical, spiritual, emotional psychological
and ethical dimensions. (Northcott & char4 2000, p. 412). Many individuals agee that
lasting sexual relations provide sexual partrers with the ability to help create a s€nse of
well-being, which may also play a role in reducing both physical and ernotional sftess
(Trudel, Turgeon, & Piche,2000). Sexual expression is highly individualized and
subjective. Sexual expression can be demonstrated through simple geshres such as a
wink or a smile, or by more expressive means such as physical touching or sexual
intercourse. For many, a fulfilling sotual relationship is directly associated with an
overall intimete relationship (Sprecher, 2002).
sexual expression is an integral part of intimacy that involves aspects such as,
*sexual desire, activity, attitudes, body image, and gender-role identity" (Zeiss & Kasl-
Godley, 2001, p.l8). Intimacy is defined by the bond or connectedness felt between two
individuals, whether it is emotional, sexual, or a combination of the two (Giordano,
2fi)2). Therefore, human sexuality cannot be limited to physiological ternrs' rather' it is a
complex phenomenon that allows individuals to orpress themselves fieely (Kendriclq
9
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2000). Sexual expression is also "...enmeshed in culture, social and emotional values"
(Couldrich 1998, P. 493).
Sexuality is multidimensional and is the basis for an individual's sexual
expression. Sexual desire, activity, and attitudes are highly dependent on individual
needs and perspectives. oftentimes, the physical aspects ofsexual intercourse are limited
to libido, coital frequency, and orgasm and erectite ability. Howwer, there are a myriad
of other components, such as "...facial expression" body language, touching, and verbal
communication," that factor into a physical relationship (conine & Evans , 1982, p. 264).
Although often overlooked, such components are important wlren it comes to maintaining
s€xual relationships to sustain intimacy. An individual's sexuality is not limited to his or
her ability to engage in sex, rather, it is a mixhr€ of the many components that factor into
physical relationshiPs.
Although sexual expression is intrinsic to the individual, there are extemal factors
that slrape the manner in which sexuality is expressed. Sexual expression has historically
varied greatly across cultures, therefore illusfating the importarce of cultural influence
over one's sexuality (Bancroft, 2002). For example, *some Arab govemments have, at
times, barmed or required veiling" while women are in public (Detroit Frce Press' 2001,
p. I ), whereas women in the united states nray choose to r€prcsent ttrcir sexualry thmugh
provocative clothing.
culturally, our American society no longer believes that individuals should
conform to defined gender roles. For instarce, in the 1950's it was customary for women
togetmaniedatanearlyage(aseducationwasnottlpicallyapriority)'havechildreo'
stay home with the childreq and have dinner on the table by the time her husband came
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home from work. Over the past half century, American society has changed in that there
are no longer such expectations, particularly ofwomen. Behaviors that wene onc€
expected have become morc elastic than in previous years. kr fact *sexual orientation is
one theme of meaning in a person's life which influ€nces his or her choice ofoccupations
and the meaning and relevance those occupations hold" (Kingsley & Molineu:q 2000, p,
205). The expression of one's sexuality is not confined only to the traditional
heterosexual relationships. tndividuals cur choose to rernain single, enter a gay or
lesbian relationship, cohabitate, or enter a hetetosexual maniage. Regardless ofthe
choice oflifestyle, sexual expression plays an essential role in both marital and romantic
relationships. In addition to being a key component in an individual's self'concept and
self esteern, it is important to one's mental and physical health (Zeiss & IGsl4odley,
2{Dl). Overall, sexual expression is something that is an integral component of life for
many individuals rcgardless of sexual preference.
The way individuals feel about themselves, spocifically, if they are comfortable
with their own bodies and their role in an intimate relationship, contributes to their
overatl sexuality. The concept ofbody image is particularly important to one's sexuality,
especially in today,s society. The way individuals perceive their own body relates
directly to how they "...feel about [their] 'self,' process information and behave"
(Shearsmitlr-Farrhing; 2001, p. 387). For women in particular, the perception of
their o$n level ofatnactiveness directly influences their comfort in aod enjoyment
ofsexual relationships (Anderson & Cyranowski' 1994)'
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Sexual activity can serve a number of purposes in addition to proq€ation. Morris
(as cited in Couldrich 1998, p.494) intnoduced nine purposes for sexual activity, many of
which are physiological in natu€, including: 'pair formation and mainGnance; to satisff
a basic physiological need; to satisS needs to elglore and invent; for it's own reward; to
mitigAte against boredom; to reduce stress; and for material gain or for stntus." Twenty
years after Morris's study, Zukas and Ross-Robinson (1991) added proving masculinity
or femininity, expressing tendemess or hoSility, and as a recreational activity or as a way
to please a parrrer to the list of purposes for sorual activity (1991). "kr Maslof s (1970)
pyramid of motivatioq sexual behavior could be placed at every hierarchical level"
(Couldrick, 1993, p. 4%). Sexuality is consider€d to be part of an individual rather than
something that is viewed as a separate e,ntity (Northcott & Charq 2000)'
Normal physiological senul response.
..Sexual response in the adult is characterized by a subjective sense of sexual
excitement or arousal and physiological changes in the body, involving genitalia but also
the cardiovascular syst€m" and a teNd€ncy, particularty in the male, to pursue sexual
stimulation until orgasm occurs" @ancmft, 2002, p. l 6). In order for this response to take
place, a series ofinteractions must occur between cogritive procrsses and peripheral
physiological processes @ancroft, 2002). When this series of interactions successfully
occurs, sexual arousal results in penile erection in males and clitoral, vulvar, and pelvic
vaso{ongpstion in females (Bancroft, 2002). One ofthe most r€cogDized models ofthe
physicalsexualresporrsewaspublishedinlg66,byMastersandJohnson(ascitedin
Sipski & Alexander, 1997), uiho otrlined four phases of se:rual response; excitement,
plateag orgasm, and resolution
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The physical sorual response in males during the excitement phase includes
..engorgeme[t of the corpora cavemosa of the penis with resultant erection, flattening of
the scrotal skirU and the beginning elevation ofthe testicles" (Sipski & Alexander, 1997,
p. 76). In addition, two-thirds ofmen were found to display nipple erection. This is
followed by the plateag plnse, during which men experience an increase in the diameter
as well as in the color of the glans penis. During this phase there is an inctease in blood
pr€ssurc, heart and rcspirafory rate, as well as general muscle tone. As the orgasm phase
is reache{ heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, and general muscle tone continue
to incrcase. The prostate begins to conftct as do the seminal vesicles and vas deferens
which are responsible for b,ringing lhe seminal fluid into the urethra It is the continuous
contactions ofthe urcthra ttrat lead to ejaculation lastly, in the fourth phase ofthe
seloal response cycle, or the rcsolution phase, the anatomical and physical changes that
occur in the Eevious stages are reduced. A retactory period is required prior to
repetition of the sexual response cycle (197).
Although the four phases ofsexual r€spotrse (excitement, plateaU orgasm" and
rcsolution) arc p€sent in both men and women, women's rcsponlr€s arc in fact different.
For women, the excit€ment phase ircludes *clitoral enlalgement in diameter, beginning
dilation ofthe upper tno-thirds and constiction of the lower one-third ofthe vagina,
beginning uterine elevation out of lhe deep pelvis md vaginal lub'rication" (Sipski &
Alorander, 1997 , p.77). Similsrty to meq women werc found to display nipple e'rcction
(tee7).
The plateau phase in women is reached when the upper two-thirds ofthe vagina
begins to enlarge and the orgasaric platform begins to take form. "The clitoral glans and
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shaft retract against the pubic symphysis' (Sipski & Alexander, 1997, p.77). During this
phase, heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, muscle tone, and breast size can
increase as much as 50% (1997).
During the orgasm phase in women, much like that of men, there is an increase in
muscle tone, blood pressgr,e, lreart and respiratory r*e as well as rhythmic contractions
that occur in the perineal muscularure (Sipski & Alexander, 197). This phase is
sigrificantly different in females than in males because females have the potential to
experience multiple orgasms, wheneas men can only experience one orgasm during the
same sexual encounter (1997).
During the resolution phase, hear! resplratory, and breathing rates begin to retum
to average levcls, and oftentimes perspiration will occur (Sipski & Alexander, 1997).
Although Masten and Johnson (as cited in Sipski & Alexander, 197) report that a
refiactory period is limited to males, some women may report the presence of a refractory
period as uiell.
In addition to the body's physiological changes during the sexual response, there
are other physical components that are integral to sexual expression and intimate
relationstrips. For instance, the way in which couples communicate, toucll and even
smile at each other are essential pieces to relationships as a whole (Conine & Evans'
1982,p.264). It has been formd that sexual experiences for women in particular, include
an array ofcomponents such as "...self+steern, body image, relationship factors,
pleasure, satisfactioq and rrany other variables" (Whipple,202,p' tt6\'
Seruality and aging.
"Like thirs! hunger, and pain avoidance, sex is a life-long, instinctive &ive...sex
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can be fim, intimare, passionate, and a restoralive force, bringing healing and renewed
energ5r for life" @ufr, 198, p. 66). Allhough sex is a natural drive' younger
generations have difficulty gfasping the concept that older adults still engAge in sex
(Russell, 198). Today's society places an increased importance on the concept of
youthfulness and beauty as important aspects in sexual relationships (Russell, 1998).
Sex is a concept that is typically viewed as something in which young people engage that
tends to dissipate, eventually ceasing as individuals grow older (Russell, 1998). These
misconceptions often grow out ofthe reality thc as organ systems change due to aging
sexual frmction also changes (Sipski & Alexander, 1997)'
Despite the changes in sexual function as a result ofaging sexual activity is
something ftat is, and still can be, enjoyed by older adults. Another Masters and Johnson
(1986) study revealed that older adults derive pleasure from sexual relationships
throughout fte difrcfent stages of life (wallace, 200 I ). Similarly, in a sttrdy conducted
byTrudel,etal.(2000),32healthymenandwomenbetw,eerrtheagesof65.T9reported
"positive attittrdes towuds sexuality and a general beliefthat the need for sexual activity
conthues with aging..." (p. 390). Despite the misconception that sexual desires decrease
with age, research indicated that sexual expression continues throughout the aging
pnocess (wallace, 2001). The ability for otder adults to express thernselves sexually
satisfies an inner need (Y/allace, 2001)'
Although many olda adults still have sexual desireq the normal aging process
can cause changes in sexual expression. For males, the length of time it takes to achieve
anerectionmayincreaseandadditionalstimulationmayalsoberequiredtoattainan
enection. Moreover, erections tend not to become as hard as they were in past 
years and
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the refractory period begins to increase before another erection can take place (Russell,
198). If an erection has taken place and is lost without ejaculation, it becomes more
difficult to achieve another erection (Sipski & Alexander, 197). In addition, the period
of time it takes to reach orgasm is also lengthened, and the orgasm may not be as intense
as in previous years (Russell, 198).
similarly, postnenopausal women may also e:rperience normal changes in their
sexuality due to age. As women grow older, the rate ofarousal can become reduced and
causes the ginal mucosa to become thinner, which then decreases lubrication and may
cause dyspareunia (Russell, 1998). As a result, oftentimes it may take older women more
time to become sexually aroused (Russell, 198). It is also common for the vulva'
vaginq and breasts to become desensitizd which may result in difficulties achieving
orgasms (Russell, 1998)' In addition, in .\romen who are sexually abstinent, narrowing
and stenosis of the intoitus and vaginal vault can occur" (Sipski & Alexander' 1997' p'
78). According to the 1966 Masters and Johnson study (as cited in Sipski & Alexander,
1997), oldet women experienced tonic muscle spasms and were found to experience less
muscular tension during both voluntary as well as involuntary conhactions. However,
the sfudy also revealed that women wlro wele generally more sexually active, did not
orperience cbanges in muscular contractions (Sipski & Alexander' 1997)'
Despite the continued desire for sex and dealing with normal age-related changeg
oftentimes older adults are faced with medical conditions, such as cardiac problems and
artlnitis, which can impede an individual's ability to derive sexual satisfaction (Wallace,
2001). The medications that are often used in the tueatne,nt ofsuch conditions may also
hinder the ability to express one's self sexually (wallace, 2001). In addition, incidences
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of depression in the elderly population are commoq and can cause a decrease in sexual
activity (Dufty, 1998). Although there are various age-related factors that have the
potential to affect sexual activity, a survey of older adults revealed that sex was still a
significant aspect of their lives (DuS, 1998).
Older adults that continue to have sexual relations are believed to have a source of
enjoyment and pleasure that improves psychological and physical well-being $af has
been linked to reduction in emotional and physical heafth ailments (trudel et al., 2000).
A recent article explored the attitudes ofolder adults towards multiple aspects of
sexuality (Dury, 1998). The article revealed that the majority of oldet adults believed
that sex was in fact a sigrificant component for both physical and emotional health. In
addition, many of the older adults believed that sex can improve with age (DuB, 198).
SexualitY and dis ab il itY.
*over the past 15 to 20 years, there has been a tlend toward increased awaleness
and great€r acceptance of the sexuality ofpersons with disabilities by health care
professionals, other persons with disabilities, and society as a whole" (McAlonaru 1995,
p. 826). Even though individuals may experience a disability, people are sexual beings
and have a desire to o<press their sexualig. "The desire and need for individuals to form
rclationships, to marry, to have children and to be part of an extended family are taken for
granted by most people" (Northcott & Char( 2000, p. 412). However, fulfilling these
desires can often become more difficult for individuals with disabilities. As a result'
individuals with disabilities often have questions and concems regarding their sexuality
that require special attention (Sandowski' 193).
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when an individual acquires a physical or psychological disability, the need for
intimacy and the ability to express one's sexuality does not simpty dissipate (Northcott &
char4 2000). Although some individuals with disabilities have succumbed to tlle belief
that they are no longer sexual beings, many individuals with disabilities do not accept this
notion (Anderson & Cole, I 975). Sexual activity remains atr important aspect of intimate
relationships for many people. In fact, a recent study of individuals with disabilities
found that sex was the most sigrificant problem in marriages when one spouse ac4uired a
disability due to a decline in the @uency of sexual activity since the time of their
dimbility (Esmail, Esmail, & Munro' 2001).
Sexual Dysfurction
sexual dysfunction is defined as, "disturbances in the sexual response cycle or
pain associated with sexual arousal or intercourse" @eers & Berkow, 1999' p. 352)'
sexual dysfrmction is a condition that is prevalent in both men and women (Lightner,
2002). It is a condition that occurs in both healthy individuals as well as in those
individuats thx have otperienced a stroke or another disabling condition.
Although variability exists, sexual dysfunction in men is well researched and is
typically categorized by the inability to ejaculate and erectile dysfunction (Koeneman' et
al.,lgg7). The inability to ejaculrate occurs when the serren released from the male's
penis,whichistypicallyassociatedwithorgasm'isunabletooccur;whercaserectile
dysfirnction occurs when the male in uable to achieve and/or maintain a penile erection
for sufficie,lrt sexual intercourse to occur. '"The prevalence of erectile dysfunctiotr ranges
fiom 52% of men age 40 to 70, to greater than 95% in men over the age of 70 with
diabetes" (Koenemao, et al., 197, p. 80). Sexual dysfunction in men 
*slrould be viewed
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as a chronic disease with medical, psychological, and behavioral components that must
not be treared in a mechanical and pur€ly medicinal mamet'' (Guay & Nar*fu' 1997,
p.3).
Conversely, the research and tneahent of ferrale sexual dysflmction is
approximately 15 years behind the research and heatment of male sexual dysfrmction
(Brassil & Keller, 2002). However, over the past several years there has been a dramatic
increase of interest regarding female sexuality from the general public, the govemment,
the medical community, and researchen (Whipple,2002)' According to the 1999
consensus classification system by the sexual Function Health council of the American
Foundation for urologic Disease, the components of female sexual dysfunction consist
of, but are not limited to, sexual desire disorder, hypoactivity sexual desire disorder, and
sexual aversion disorder (whipple ,2N2, p. 45). Despite parallels that have been made
betrneen fernale and male sexual dysfunction, it is much more challenging to identiff
ferrale sexual arousal disorder than male erectile disorder (Brassil & Keller' 2002)'
Irrespective ofthe difficulties in identifiing instances of sexual dysfunction in
u,omeD, research indicates that postuenopausal women rcport greahr incidences of
sexual dysfrmction than men (Trudel et a1.,2000). A recent shdy of 1,5fl) nondisabled,
female subjects was conducted to determine the prevalence of women who had sexual
concenui rclating to themselves and mor€ thsn 90% had at least one question for their
gynecologist (Lightner, 2002). Female sexual dysfimction is'tnore multifrceted" when
compared to male sexual dysfimction @rassil & Keller, 2002, p. 237). Factors such as
selfesteem and body image play a role in the sexual experience of women, therefore,
identifiingsexualdysfuirctioninwomenisoftenmoredifEcultthaninmen.
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There are multiple factors associated with sexual dysfunction in both men and
women. Medical conditions are fircquently responsible for sexual difficulties in older
populations. One such condition that will be addrcssed in this papet is that of stroke.
Strokz
stoke has an incidence rate of more than 500,000 annually in the united States
alone (Marinkovic & Badlani, 2001). It is cunently one ofthe major causes of serious,
long-temr disability in westem countiies (Korpelaineru Niemineru & My[yla' 1999)'
Approximately onc third of strokes cause deattU another third rcquire petients to seek
long-temr nursing care, and the remaining third of patiens retum home and are generally
able to return to their previous level of independence (Marinkwic & Badlani, 2001). The
most common symptoms include paralysis on one side of the body, personality and
cognitive changes" difficulty speaking or understanding others, impaired visiorL and
impaired sensation (GillerL 2001).
Theeffectsofstokearevarieddependingonwhicharteryofthebrainwas
involved. For instance, individuals who have experienced stoke in the middle cerebral
artery experience contsalareral (opposite side) weakness, contralateral blindness in halfof
the visual field, and possibly a loss of written or verbal communication (Gi[erL 2001).
Those individuals who susained a cerebellal sEoke experience ipsilarcral (same body
side) coordination problems, contalateral loss of sensitivity to pain and temperature'
ipsilateral loss offacial sensitivity, loss ofthe ability to su,auow, and loss ofthe ability to
articulate words (2001). clearly, stlokes can have a debilitating impact on ao individual
and affect one's qualitY of life.
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Sental dysfunction Post stroke-
For many individuals who have experienced a shoke, sexual dysfunction may be
a rcsult. For instance, a majority of male stroke patients report a substantial decline in
several components of sexual frmctioning, including libido, sexual arousal, coital
frequency, and satisfaction after experiencing a suoke (Korpelainen, Nieninen, & Myllya,
t999).
.,Autonomic nervous systern disturbances caused by a cerebrovascular accident
adversely [stsoke] affect cardiovascular regulation, sweating and sexual functiod'
(tv{arinkovic & Badlani, 2001, p. 362). As previously mentioned, sexual dysfunction is a
disfurbance in the sexual response cycle during sexual arousal or intercourse @eers &
Berkow, 19i,9,352). The effocts of stroke have the potential to interfere with a wide
range of components of sexual function, such as smiling and orgasm (conine & Evans,
1 982). Residual efrects of stroke may include impairrrents of "facial expressioq body
language touching, and verbal commrmication... [which] are all very real pars ofa
sexual relationship, (conine & Evaos, 1982, p. 264). Sexual dysfunction can be
influenced by poor coping skills, physical barriers, fear ofhaving another shoke with
physical activity, as well as having a decreased sensory and melrtal alertness (Marinkovic
& Badlani, 2001). Although sexual activity t€nds to decrcase and sometimes ceases for
those individuals that have sustained a stokg many people consider the abilrty to engage
in ssrual activiry to be an important aspect of life. overall, sexual dysfunction is a
'quality of life issue" for many people wlro have had a stoke (Guay & Nankia 197'
p.2).
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one shrdy of 14 subjects who experienced right hemispheric strokes found thal
50/o of male patients had decreased libido, while 86% had rcduced erectile ability
(Agarwal & Jain 1989). In another recent shrdy, Korpelainen, IGutraneru Kemola'
Malinen, & Myllyla (1998) evaluared 38 males and 12 fcurales post stroke, betureen the
ages of32 and 65, for changes in libido, sexual arousal, coial ft,equurcy, and overall
satisfaction with sexual life. The study revealed that 28% of subjects at 2 months post-
stoke and 14% of subjects at 6 montbs had ceased sexual intercourse altogether
(Korpelainen, et al., 1998).
similarly, a more recent study revealed thar a majority of male stroke clients
reported a substantial decline in several components of sexual frrnctioning (Korpelainen'
et al., 199)' These components included libido, sorual arousal, coital frequencn and
satisfrction (Korpelaineru et al., 1999). Those individuals uiho had sustained a shoke
report a sipificant decrease in the @uency of sexual activity, even if their ability to
performsexuallyisbasicallyuncharrged(Sandowski,1993).oneoflhemainreasonsfor
the unsatisfactory self-reports on sexual function was due to'fear of impotence, inability
to discuss sexuality, unwillingness to participate in sexual activity, and the degree of
firnctionat dimbility" (Korpelainen, et al., 1999, p. 719). Self-esteem also has the
potentialtobenegativelyaffected,vfiichmaybecorrelatedwithanincleasein
dep,ression in men after experiencing sexual dysfunction post-stoke (Kimrra' Murat4
Robinson,&Shimoda'2001).Mongaarrdostermann(ascitedinKorpelaineuetal.,
1999) suggested that the effecb of sexual dysfurction are not limited to the str'oke along
but were a combination ofrelatod medical conditions and psychosocial factors. The
shrdyofsexualfimctioningamongstokepotienbandtheirspouseqdemoNtratedthat
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psychosocial factors do in fact "ptay a crucial role in determining sexual drive, activity,
and satisfaction after stroke, and their influence is even shonger than that of medical
facton' (Korpelainen, et al., 1999, p. 7 17).
In addition, nhen studying female sexual expression post stroke, a decrease in
both vaginal lubrication and orgasm ability were revealed (Korpelainen, et al., 198). It
was determined that at 2 months post shoke, 46% of the women experienced a sipificant
decrease in vaginal lubrication and by 6 months this rate had incteased to 500/o (198).
These snrdies reveal the prevalence ofboth male and female sexual dysfimction in
those individuals who have sustained a stoke. They expose the pervasiveness ofthe
problem therefore indicating a strong need for interventions and remedies. It is also
important to acknowledge thar these studies solely address those individuals who are
experiencing physical sexual dysfunction. It does not directly take into account the
percentage of sigrificant others who are afrected by their partrer's stroke, nor the
psychological and social imPact.
Efects on Putrcr.
A shrdy has rcvealed a conelation betw.een sexual satisfaction and overall
satisfaction within a marriage (sprecher, 2002). *More specifically, husbands and wives
who say that they are sexually satisfied in their marriage are also likely to rcport high
levels ofoverall satisfaction with lheir relationship" (sprecher, 2002, p. 195). This
finding indicaies that sexual expression is an important aspoct ofa marriage/relationship'
Sexual dysfimction post stsok€ not only affects the individual who sustained the
stoke, but also impacts the individual's partner. Regardless of the typ€ of romadic
relationship, wlrethcr homosexual or heter,osexual, the parher is often tbe one who is
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involved in all aspects of the recovery prooess. It is often the partrer who is responsible
for caretaking and teNrds to be tlrc pdmary r€cipient of the bulden and stress that
accompanies the role. Maintaining a romantic relationship wtren the intimate relationship
is superceded by a care t4king relationship can be very difficult for a couple
(Korpelainen" et a1., 1999).
As previously statd sexual expression can range from I simple smile or verbal
communication to a physical act such as kissing or sexual intercourse. For individuals
urho have sustained a stroke, any method ofsexual expression may be impossiblq very
diffrcult, or fariguing depending on the sevedty ofthe shoke. As devastating as this may
be for the individual who has sustained the stoke, it may be equally as devastating for
the individual's partner. such effects can also cause a loss ofoccupational perfonnance'
as well as changes in mles for both the individual who sustained the stroke as well as the
individual's partno (Korpelainen, et al., 199). As a result, sexual dysfrrnction is not
only a quality of life issue for the individual who sustained the shoke but can also
dramatically impact the life of the partner'
sexual dysfunction and displeasure with sexual activity after stroke are common
in both mate and fernale stroke clients, as well as their spouses (Korpelainen et al., 1999).
The spouses of shoke survivors have been found to experience a significant decline in
their desire, fiequency, and overall sexual pleasure as a result of their spouse's shoke
(Korpelainen et al ., 1999).
Formanycouples,disabilityalsocaursaninq€aseinstess'rolechangesand
unclear personal boundaries (Esmail et al', 2001)' The longer a spouse or pailoer remains
in the caregiver role, the harder it becomes to continue a romantic relationship with the
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disabled spouse or partrer. However,'Mren assessing the perspectives of nondisabled
partners, it was found tlrat feelings of fiPtional closeness, mutual concern and
willingness to participate in a variety of sexual activities werc r€ported to be more
important for sexual frrlfillment than the physiological aspecb ofsexuality" (2001, p'
272). In turq Orc nondimbled parbers were found to experience greater difEculty witlt
sexual activities when their partner had a cognitive impairment as opposed to solely a
physical impairment (2001). couples that are able to redefine sexuality, thus creating
altemative means to achieve intimacy "...in terrns of valuing a mutually caring
compassionate relationship with shared inrcresS and pleasurable activities rathet than
purely sorual terms can successfirlly adapt to losses in the sexual components of their
relationship" ( 2 001, P. 27 2'1.
St/oke rehabilitdiott
After sustaining a stoke, mary clients in inpatient rehabilitation facilities receive
one or a combination ofthe following services: physical therapy, speech therapn and oT.
These services may be provided based on the client's specific type of disability. For
oramplgshouldanindividualsufferft.omaphasia(aninabilitytoprcperlyconrmunicate
verbally), speech therapy will be required. Ifa patient experiences a decrease in shength
and loses the ability to watk, physical therapy will be necessery. Similarly, should a
parient sufrer upper extremity impairments and rcquire assistmce with activities of daily
living, the client will need OT services'
The rehabilitation process is a vital aspect of recovery post stoke' Previously, it
was believed that the long tcrm effecs of stoke resulted in permanent damage to cells of
the brain. Thercfore, the recovery prccess 
*...must be based on activity in surviving cells
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that are either adjacent, contralateral, or in a different region" (Bach-y-Rita, 2001' p. 54).
However, there has been increased recopition that the cental nervous system may in
frct recover after brain damage (Fisher & Sullivan, 2001). Literature suggests that brain
plasticity yields dynamic transformations in the central nervous sysrcm (Fisher &
Sullivaq 2001). studies conducted on neural plasticity theorize that the undamaged areas
ofthe brain, or intact neuronal connections, ar€ coDstantly changing based on an
individual,s experience and the ability to solve motor problems and achieve goals (Fisher
& Sullivan, 2001). Accordinely, haditional rehabilitation programs for individuals who
have orperienced neurological dysfunction typically seess teaching compensation
techniques and promoting adaptive responses (Monis & Taub, 2001)' The components
of stoke rehabilitation are often multifaceted. Depending on the location in the brain
where the occlusion or rupurc occurred, methods of intervention may be different. The
well.knownlg4sFraninghamHeartSfudy(ascited),althoughdated,servesasan
example ofthe diverse needs of stoke clients (National Stroke Association, 2002). The
results ofthis study concluded that 3lolo of stroke survivor's needed assistance with
caring for thernselves; 20olo needed assistaNe with mobility; 8IIldTl%bd impailEd
speech ufren examined 7 years post-shoke (National sEoke Association, 2002).
Although lhese statistics are not cuneirt, they are being utilized to illustrate thc need
individuals have for rehabilitation services such as occupational, physical, and speech
therapy after they have sustained a s$oke'
Occupatiorul TIeraPY
.lCccupational therapy is a health and rehabilitation profession that helps people
regair', develop, and buitd skills that are important for irrdependent frmctioning health'
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well-being, security, and happiness" (AoTA4 2002, p. 1). OTs work with a variety of
people who have an *illness, injury, or developmental or psychological impainnent and
need specialized assistance in leaming skills to enable them to lead independent
productivg and satisfiing lives" (2002, p.l). oTs often adapt a specific task or the
environment of their clients in order to promote independence and improve the qudity of
life.
Occryationat tlurapy's role in stokc relubilitation'
OT services are often a necessity in assisting many stroke clients get back to their
daily occupations. Many stoke zuwivors will find that completing daily tasks, which
they previously took for granted prior to the stsoke, are now very difficult or virHally
impossible. It is the role of OTs to evaluate those clients in terrrs of the effects the stoke
has had on their daily occupations. A few of the most common activities of daily living
include bathing grooming, and dressing. oTs help their clients to achieve maximal
independence and frrnctional safety in their workplace as well as in their home
€nvironment.
Tr€atulent interventions are individualized based on specific needs ofthe clients'
For those clients wlro experience a stroke in the middle cerebral artery' oTs may focus
ueafnetrts on retaining motor and sensory components of ocoupatioml perfornance.
For those clients wlro experience a stoke in the cer,ebellar region' oTs may focus their
teatments on facilitating smootlu coordinated movement pattems from the clients' as
wetl as desensitization techniques to address contalateral loss ofpain and temperature
sensstion oTs are also responsible for educating their clients and family members on
adaptiveequipmentandtechniquesthatmaybeneededtoensureasaferehrmhome.
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Occupational tlwrqy and sexuality.
The m{ority of rehabilitation facilities are desigred to evaluate and treat a myriad
of issues surrounding a person's life throughout the rchabilitation process (Sandowski,
1993). Even issues that do not specifically relate to an individual's health may be
addressed. A driving evaluation is an example ofthis (1993). Rehabilitation facilities
will often provide a driver's evaluation, which not only determines ifa client is safe to
retum to the roads, but also provides an assessment for adaptive equipment that may be
useful for their clients when they retum to driving. Yet, issues of sexual function are
often left for the disabled client to figure out on his or her own (1993).
Although most individuals would agree that the need to address the sexual
conceros of clients is an important aspect ofthe rehabilitation process, 'tlre reality is that
not all facilities provide strucn[ed progmms" (Sandowski, 1993, p.33). Literature has
indicated that many health care providers feel uncomfortable or ill prtpared when it
comes to dealing with issues regarding changes in sexual expression after experiencing a
disability (Esmail et al., 2001). However, research dating b8ck to 1979 has revealed that
"occupational therapists believe sqruality to be an important dimension of health care
which the rehabilitation team should discuss'(Nor0rcott & Char4 2000, p. 413). It is the
role of oT to enable and empower their clients to achieve their goals, in addition to
simultaneously promoting health and firnction including resumption of occupotional
behaviors related to expression of sexualig (Couldrick' 198).
There are chapters in OT textbooks, such as a chapto entitled Sexuality and
physical Dysfirnction @urton,2001), in occupational Therapy: Practice skills for
Physical Dysfirnction (Eerly & Pedretti,200l), errphasizing tlre importance ofsexuality
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for individuals with disabilities, yet there are scarce amounts of research in the field of
oT to validate such chapters. Despite chapt€rs on sexuality rclating to physical
disabilities, the profession ofOT rarely addresses the topic ofsexuality with clients.
In studies of OTs working in rehabilitation settings, sexual rehabilitation services
arc consistently rated as a valuable aspect ofa client's total rehabilitation program
(McAlonaq 195). Although many oTs agree that sexual rehabilitation is an important
aspect of the rehabilitation process, few therapisS have achrally been irrcorporating it into
therapy(1995).*Amongreasonsfornoninvolvementwereaperceivedlackof
knowledge and taining' feelings of discomforg lack ofroutine identification and
discussion ofsexuality by the teatnent team, and unclear definition of the roles and
firnctions of those t€am memhrs providing sexual rehabilitatiod' (1995,p.827).
Although sexual dysfirnction is such a prevalent iszue post stroke, ironically, it is
often considered to be a taboo subject. Although some individuals consider sexuality to
be a privare matter and feel that the topic should be left alone, other individuals find
discussing the topic to be quite beneficial because it can "...offer help in the form of
rsas$rance, €ncouragemeot' and specific informatiod'(Sandowski' 1993' p' 33)' In facg
the topic often goes without mention during rehabilitation and postdischarge care
@rrrgena&Iogan'1989).Healthcareprofessionalsoftendisregardaddrcssingthe
topic ofsexuality with their clients not only because they do not want to impose on a
clients'pefsonallife,butofterrbecausethey,astherapisb,areuncomfortableposingsuch
penonal questions (Sandowski, 1993). Alrhough the topic is not tlTically addressed in
health care settings, research that has been conducted with individuals who expedence
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sexual dysfimction post stroke revealed that clients are interested in candid discussions
regarding sexual dysfimction @urgener & logaq 1989)'
PLISSIT is a model used by various healthcare professionals to addr€ss the issue
ofsexual expression that can benefit both men and women who experience a stroke
(vauth et al., 199). PLIssm is an acronym for permission, limited informatioq specific
suggestions, intensive theopy. The first level (P) encourages the client to express his or
her feeling and any novel thoughts @urton, 2001). The second level (LI) provides an
e:rplanation to the client of how the disability can affect his or her sexual abilities
(Burton, 2001). The next two levels (ssIT) provide the therapist with the ability to offer
suggestions and intervene on the client's behalfto enhance sexual firnction (BurtorL
2001). However, the PLISSIT is not linked to any occupational model'
Nelson'sConcepflralFrameworkforTherapeuticoocupation(CFTo)isan
occupational model that can be used by OTs (1994)' According to Nelsou the
occupational form is a set ofcircumstances that are extemal to the clien! such as the
client's environment, including tables and chairs or bright lighting, as well as people in
the room. Occupational fomr includes any objects that are within a client's sunoundings'
It is the occupational form that guides or stnrctures the client's occupational performance'
Occupational performanc.e is defined as voluntarily performing an action in order to
obtain a certain outcome. An example of an occupational per:formance would include
walking down the steet in order to achieve an outcome, such as getting to the store.
CFTO is a model of p,ractice that enables OTs to synthesize occupational forms Olat will
enable their clients to achiwe optimal occupational perfomrance. The model establishes
a direct relationship betrreen occupational form and occupational performance' as
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illustrated in Figure l. Acconling to Nelsorl an individual must find meaning in the
occupation in order for a sense ofpurpose to be achieved. A sense of purpose can only
be achieved when the desired outcome results from the occupational performance.
CFTO conceptualizes the person's dwelopmental stucture, wtrich according to
Nelson (194) consists of not only sensorimotor and cognitive components but also
psychosocial abilities and characteristics based on individual needs and desires. As
illushated by Figure 2, the person's dwelopmental structure has been challenged by the
efects of shoke. Such effects may include increased muscle tone, changes in sensation'
and muscle weakness. These changes may impact an individual's occupational
performance, such as sexual expression.
Despite an increase over the past decade in the availability of literature on
soruality and disabled persons, Iiteratgre specifically on sexual dysfrmction post sboke is
scarce. OT students are cunently leaming interventions regarding sexuality and physical
dimbilities, yet there is minimal research to validate such teachings within the profession
ofOT. As a result, additional research and interventions, such as the adoption ofCFTO
model, needs to be utilized in determining the needs and teatnents ofclients who
operience sexual dysfunction post shoke and also determine the role of OT in this area.
Chapter 3: MethodologY
This study was desiped to gain an understanding of possible OT needs of
individuals who have experienced sexual dysfimction post stroke. Accordingly, five
research questions were developed to better undersAnd the needs of individuals who
experience sorual dysfunction as a result ofshoke.
Introfoction
"sexual expression is a motivating force that pervades all aspects of being
human, (couldrick, 1998, p.a93). Despite its higb incidence, the majority of research in
the lield of sexual expression excludes stoke clients. Even less is known about how
individual stroke survivors feel about addressing the iSsue. For this research projec!
members of stroke clubs were surveyed in order to answer the five following research
questions.
l. Are there changes in participation and satisfaction with sorual
expression/performance in persons who have had a stroke?
2. What factors do clients who have experienced a stroke perceive as influencing
their sexual exgession?
3. What factors do stroke clients perceive as contibuting to the resolution of
difficulties wilh sexual expression?
4. Do clients wlro have experienced a stroke perceive that difficulties with sexual
o<pression are being addressed in oT ueatnent and if so, wlrat interventions are
being used?
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5. Do clients who have experienced a shoke want occupational therapists to address
difficulties with sexual expression and if so, what intervention techniques do they
want to see utilized?
Subjects ond Selection Method
Mailings were sent to 28 s,Eok€ club coordinators in the stares of Florida, Geotgq
New Jersey, and New York. The subjects ofthis study were both male and fernale
members of stroke clubs. Stoke clubs were selected based on the availability ofupdated
contacts from the National Sboke Associafion. Participants were required to meet four
criteria: the stroke had to have occurred at least 6 months prior to the study; sexual
dysfimction must have been a result of stroke; at least 75olo of the sunrey must have been
completed to be included in the study; and participants were rcquired to be at least 18
years of age. Prior to conducting research, this study was approved by the Human
Subjects Review Board at Ithaca College (Appendix A). The mailings contained
packages that consisted ofa survey (Appendix B)' a recruitnent letter (Appendix C)' a
tear ofr cover letter (Appendix D), and a postage paid, pre-addressed retum envelope'
The contents ofthose packages were to be distibuted by the club coordinator to those
individuals who were members ofthe shoke club and had sustained a shoke.
The shoke club coordinators were given details regarding the purpose ofthe
study, as well as instructions to rcad verbatim to the subjects (Appendix C). The shoke
club coordinators were asked to distribute the surveys along with pre-paid envelopes to
provide the subjects with the freedom to complete the personal surveys in private and
retum them anonymously at their convenience. -
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Completing the survey was intended to take approximately l0 minutes of the
subject's time. The tear-offcover letter did not require the subject's signature and the
completion and retum the survey implied informrcd consent. Subjects were then asked to
retum of their completed survey to tlre researcher in the pre'pai4 pre,addressod envelope
prcvided. Once the surveys were retume4 data was entered into the Statistical Package
for social sciences version for windows (sPSS) vII computer program in preparation
for analysis.
Approximately three weeks after the mailings were sent oul at least two of the
stroke clubs listed on the National Stroke Association's mailing list were detemrined to
no longer be in existence. In addition, one shoke club reported that lhey were not
interested in participating in the study. These factors limited the potential pool of
participants to members of25 shoke clubs. Approximately nflo weeks after the surveys
were mailed ou! a reminder letter (Appendix E) was sent to each of the shoke club
cnordinators to help increase the return rate.
@er*ionalization of Variables
Denographics.
For the purpose ofthis study the demographics were defined as follows. Age was
defined as the number ofyears ft,om birth until the present. This was question I on the
$rvey.
Gender was defined as either male or ferrale. This was question 2 on the survey.
The age at which the stroke occurred was defined as the number ofyears fiom
birth until the year in which the actual sboke occuned. This was question 3 on the
survey.
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Two types of stoke were identified and defined as an occlusion or hemorrhage in
the left or right hemisphere of the brain. Subjects were also able to identiry (write in)
wlrat type of stroke they had if the above options were not adequafe. This was question 4
on the survey.
Ilaving a spouse or sigr.ificant other at the time the stoke occurred was defined as
the participant's perception ofhaving a corrmitted relationship with another individual at
the time oftheir stoke. This was question 5 on the survey-
Remaining in a relationship with a spouse or significant other was defined as the
participant,s perception ofcurrently being in a committed relationship with another
individual. This was question 6 on the survey.
Pmticipation and satisfrction with sexual expession afier strokz'
Regarding research question l, sexual expression was defined as the way in wlfch
a person participates in activities that are related to tlreir sexuality. Sexual exp,ression
was equated with a person's performance of those activities'
Changesinparticipationweredefinedashavingdifficultyresumingprevious
sexual activities associatod with sexual expression after stroke. This was measured by
asking whether or not subjects experienced difficulty resuming a sexual relationship on
question 8 ofthe survey. Ifthe subjects reported difficulties in resuming sexual
relationships they were asked to identiff what those difficulties were. Ttis was question
9 on the survey.
Satisfaction was defined as a person's sense ofpleasure and enjoyment related to
their performance of specific activities. The person's satisfaction with their sotual
expression in this study was measured on a likert scale, ranging from extsemely satisfied
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to extremely dissdisfie4 both prior to and after experiencing a shoke. This was asked in
questions 7 and 12 ofthe surveY.
Factors tlfr irrfluence sexutl expression-
Regarding research question 2, factors perceived as influencing sexual expression
were defined as any condition or impaimrent that hindered an individual's ability to
retum to their previous level of sexual expression as experienced pre-shoke. This was
addressed in question 13 on the survey.
Factors cotributing to the resolution of difiatltbs with sexutl expression'
For research question 3, factors perceived as contributing to the resolution of
difficulties with sexual expression were defined as either active or passive methods of
intervention from health care professions or self-help prcgrams. This was addressed in
questiorE l0 and l1 on the surveY.
Cwrent interventions in occrpatiorul therayy.
Regarding research question 4, the perception of whether difficulties with sexual
exp,ression are being addressed in OT treatne,lrt and if so, wlrat interventions ale being
used was defined as the participan:ts perce,ption of whether or not sexual e)QlEssion was
addressed at all during OT teatmelrt (OT teafrrent is defined as healthcare sen ices
provided by an identified OT professional). This was addressed in questions 14, 15, 16,
17, l8,and20.
Possible ocatpational therqy intemention for suutl dysfuttction
For researrch question 5, to deterrrine ifindividuals who have experienced a
stoke want OTs to address difficulties with sexual e:rpression is the level of perception
of the participants as to whether or not the prcfession ofOT is an appropriate discipline
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in addressing difficulties with sexual expression was questioned. What interventions are
deemed appmpriate by participants was defined by the participants perceived level of
willingness to participale in the listed interventions. This was addressed in queSions 21,
22,23,and24.
Meanrement Instrutnenls
The primary instrument used in this surdy was a Sffol@ Survey. using forced
choice and likert scale questions as well as a section for comments that the subjccts were
asked to fill out and rcturn to the rcsearcher. It was designed to be brief (approximarely
less than ten minut€s) for pragmatic reasons. See Appendix B for a copy ofthe survey.
T\e Strokc Srrvey was created by the researcher utilizing information from
literature and experienced OT's as a basis for question development. The crafting of
questions, as well as the order in which the questions were posed, was desiped in a
manner to solicit meaningfirl responses from each respondent. specifically, the crafting
ofthe questions was desiped to have each participant:
l. Logically acknowledge their condition
2. Consider factors conhibuting to sexual dysfunction
3. Assess selfdirected efforts to resolve sexual dysfimction
4. Consider the benefits, ifany, oforisting OT interventions
5. Consider areas where additional OT intervention may be appropriate
The logical progression of answels to these questions was considoed important in
analyzing and interpreting the responses. Prior to mailing the study was peer reviewed
by six lthaca College OT faculty members. This was done in order to increase the face
construct validity ofthe measures. Changes were made based on the feedback received.
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These consisted mainly ofwording changes. No other atteinpts to address validity or
reliability were attempted in the context of this Master's Thesis.
The first six questions on the survey were related solely to demographics. Data
obtained included age, gender, age shoke occured, type of stroke sustained, whether or
not participants had a spousdsigrificant other at time of shoke, and whether or not
participants currently have a spouse/significant other.
Participation and satisfaction wilh sental erytression $ter strokc.
Question 7 asked the participants to identi$ their level of satisfaction with their
sexual expression prior to their stoke. This was on a ten point likert scale ranging from I
(extremely dissatisfied) to l0 (extremely satisfied). Question 12 asked the participants
the same question in relationship to their sexual expression after they experienced a
shoke.
Question 8 asked the participants to identiS whether or not they experienced
difficulty resuming sexual relationships after their stoke. The opions were either yes or
no. Ifyes, then the subjects were directed to answer Question 9, which provided them
with possible difficulties wi& resuming sexual relationships. The literature identified the
most common difEculties with sexual e:cpression as premature ejaculation, erectile
dysfirnction, dccreased sorual drive vaginal dryness, decreased satisfactiorL and issues
related to fertility (Korpelainen, et al., 199). Participants were then provided with an
option to write in other diffculties if aone of the opions provided were applicable.
Factors tlut ir{luerre sexual etqression
Question 13 asked participants to identifr factors that influenced their sexual
performance after experiencing a stoke utilizing a likert scale ofO (having no influence)
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to 5 (having high influence). Litemfure identified the most common factors that may
influence sexual expression post stroke (Sandowski, 193). Participants were also able to
write in additional factors which they felt influenced their sexual expression and then
rank the factors on the likert scale as well.
Factors contributing to tlu resolrttion of difliclities with sexual expression.
Question l0 asked those participants who experienced sexual difficulties to
identiff wtrether or not they experienced a resolution ofthe difficulties. The options
were ei0er yes or no. Ifyes, then the subjects were directed to answer Question 11,
ufiich provided them with possible frctors that may have helped in resolving sexual
difficulties. Research indicated that the most common factors perceived as confibuting
to the resolution of difficulties with sexual expression included resolution with time
(Sandowski, 1993), advice from another shoke survivor (Sandowski' 1993), advice from
a healthcare p,rofessionaUcounselor (Korpelaineg et. d., 199), rcading literature (Conine
& Evans, 1982), educationat programs (Sandowski, 1993)' and stoke club/support
groups (sandowski, 1993). Participants were then provided with an option to write in
other factors ifnone ofthe options provided were appropriarc.
Cwrent intementions in occtpatiotul therayy.
Question 14 asked the participants to identifr ifany healthcare professionals from
the lis provided addressed the topic of sexual difficulties after stroke. Possible
healthcare professionals were selected based on logical assumptions of which disciplines
might addr€ss the topic during the rehabilitation process. ParticipanS were also provided
with an option to write in oth€r health care professionals that addressed the topic with
them if their options were mt provided. Those participants who had the topic ad&ossed
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by a heatth care professional were asked to answer Questions 15-18. Those participants
who did not have the topic addressed were asked to skip Questions 15-20, and resume
with Question 21. Question 15 asked the participants how the topic was addressed
(options were based on a logical assumption ofpossible delivery methods) and
participants werc also provided with an option to write in additional ways the topic was
addressed ifthe option was not provided. Question 16 asked the participants specifically
if sexual difficulties were addressed in oT. If yes, then the participan* were directed to
Questions 17 and 18, which asked who initiated the conversation regarding the topic and
the method in which the OT used to address the topic. The options provided came from
logical assumptions ofpossible trreatnent interventions. Question 20 asked the
participants to identifu their level of satisfaction with the manner in which the topic was
addressed on a ten point likert scale, ranging from I (extemely dismtisfied) to l0
(exhemely satisfied).
Possible occupatiorul therry brtervention for sexual dysfunction
Question 2l asked the participants to ideoti$ wlrether or not they b€lieved it
appropriate for an oT to addrcss sexual difficulties. Question 22 asked the participan:ts
about their comfort level in discussing the topic of sexual dif6culties with an OT on a ten
point likert scale, ranging from I (ortemely uncomfortab$ to l0 (extremely
comfortablQ. Question 23 asked participan:ts to describe vfiat their ided OT teatment
session wolld consist offor addressing the topic ofsexual dysfunction. Participants were
provided with possible heatue,nt session stsalegies, rryhich were based on plausible
assumptions ofurhat interventions might be most beneficial, and were asked to circle all
that applied. Participan:ts were also provided with an option to write in other ideal
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treafrcff sfaf€gies if none of the options provided ap,pealed to tlrcm. Question 24 asked
the participants wlren they deerned it appropriate to provide stroke patients with
information on sexual dysfirnction. Opions were based on logical assumptions of when
individuals recovering from stroke might want to receive information on sexual
difficulties, if at all. Question 25 asked participants what issues related to sexual
expression should be covened in OT sessions. These options were based on logical
assumptions of possible interventions that might b€ pmvided by an OT.
Anafuing and hterpreting Data
The level of sigrrificance for the results in this study was set at p<.05 . Data were
enter€d into the Statistical Package for Social Sciences VII (SPSS) for analysis'
Poticipants.
Demographic information was obtained from the participans in questions I
through 6. Analyzing questions I and 3 required descriptive statistics, including mean,
standard deviatioq and range. For questions 2,4, 5, and 6 frequency tables were used to
analyze the dafa-
Participation and satisfrction wirt sexual expression $ter strokc.
In determining whelher participants experienced chaoges in perfonumce or
satisfrction in sexual activity after stoke, paired sample tess were used on answers given
to questions 7, 12,&.9.
Factors that intluence sexual eryression
To analyze rvtich factos participants perceived as influencing their sexual
activity, a @uency table was utilized based on the dara obtained from survey
questionl3.
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Factors contributing to the resolution of difliculties with sexuol expression
To analyze the factors participants penceived as contributing to the resolution of
difficulties with sexual activity, a frequency table was first constructed from the dara
obtained from survey question l0 to detennine the number ofparticipants wlto
experienced a resolution ofsymptoms. A fiequency table was then constucted fiom the
data obtained from survey question I l.
Current intementions in ocatpatiorul therapy.
To detemrine if participants perceive that difficulties with sexual activity are
being addressed in OT teaE ent and if so, what int€rventions are being usd frequency
tables were compiled to analyze the data acquired from survey questions 14-19.
Possible ocatpational thetqy i*ervention for sexual dysfuttction.
To analyze whether persons who have experienced a stroke want OTs to address
difficutties with sexual activities and if so, what intervention techniques they want to see
utilized, @uency tables were constnrcted based on data obtained from survey questions
2t-25.
Limitatiot s mtd Delimitations
To conduct a practical research shrdn it was necessary to limit the sample size
due to time and budget constraints. As a result, onl.y participants from a total of 25 s6oke
clubs in the states of Florida" Georgiq New Jersey, and New York were included. The
number of stroke club members that actually received the survey could not be quantified,
thercfore the retum rate could not be determine4 vfrich can compromise reliability and
validity ofthe study. In addition, lhe sanple ofconvenience did not allow for
randomization of subjects, which therefore limits generalization. If the population size
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had been larger, the results of the research might have been more representative ofthe
population at large.
Those participants who choose to r€ply lo he stfol@ survey might have been
more comfortable with their own sexuality and that allowed thern to share their personal
information with tlre researcher as opposed to those individuals that have their own
opinions but are uncomfortable revealing such personal infomration. In additioU it is
unclear as to why some individuals that experience a shoke join stoke clubs while others
do not. Those individuals wtro chose to join stoke clubs may be more comfortable
sharing their experienccs including those related to sexual expression. This may have
biased the results ofthis studY.
Tfu Stroke surveywas desigred by the researchet and although it was reviewed
by six Ithaca college oT faculty members, its validity was not tested beyond face
validity.
Assunptions
It was assumed that thq participants of this shrdy answered the questions honestly
and accurately. It was assumed that the participant's amwers could accurately convey
infomration about sarual expression.
Chapter 4: Results
The focus ofthis chapter is to outline the rcsults obtained from this research
study.
Description of P articipants
The results of this study are based on data obtained from forty-seven participants
(N= 47). The age range ofthe participants was 47 to 9l years' The mean age in years of
the participants was 71.1 (SD=11.3). The minimum agc dt the time the sboke occurred
was 37 years and the maximun was 89 years. The mean age of the participan6 at the
time of suoke in years was 67 (SD=12.3).
Twenty+ight (59.67o) participans were male and nineteen (40.4%) were female.
Twenty-seven (57.47o) participanr re,ported that they sustained a left sided stroke,
seventeen (36.27o) reported sustaining a right sided stsoke, and three (6.47o) reported
sustaining "other" Epes of stoke (N+7).
At the time of their stroke' forty'five (95-7o/o) participants had a spous€ or
significant othef while nro (4.37o) participants were single' Currently' thirty-nine
(S4.S7") participants have a spouse or significmt other and seven (15.2%) perticipants are
single (n=46). As calculate4 82.6% ofparticipants reported no change in marital or
relationship status, 15.27o ofparticipants experienced a loss ofa spouse or sigtificant
otfur,while2.2%o of participants gained a spouse or significant other (n46) after they
experienced a stroke.
Poticipation atd Satisfoction with Serual Expression Afier Stroke
It was determioed that 38 (84.47o) participans orperienced sexual difficulties post
stroke, u,hile seven (15.67o) participants did not (n=45) and 2 participants did not answer
4
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the survey question. Specifically, ofthe 38 participants who experienced sexual
difficulties after stroke, two (5.37o) participants experienced pr€matu€ ejaculation' 17
(44.77o) participans experienced erectile dysfunction' 29 (76.37o) participants
experienced a decrease in sexual drive, five (13.27o) participants experienced vaginal
dryness, and one (2.67o) participant experienced difficulty with fertility issues'
Levels ofsexual satisfaction prior to stoke were found to be higher amongst
porticipants (M=8.53, SD=2.223, n=36), wtren compared to current levels of sexual
satisfaction in post sEoke participants (M=4.43, SIF3.58I, n=36). These levels were
found to be statistically sigrificantly differcnt ftom each other (35)d'976, n'000)'
Factors Tha hdluence Sexual Expression
Participants chose the most influential factors in contibuting to a decrease in
sexual activity using a likert scale of ze'io to five (Iive being the most irlluential)' with
ftequencies recorded in Table l.
The rpsults indicate that over half of the participan:ts found weakness (M=3'06,
sD-1.851, n=36) and tiring easily (M=2.92, SD-1.779) to have a high level ofinfluence
on sorual expression. tn addition, over halfofthe participants found de,pendency in self
care activities (M=1.57, SD=1.577), changes in sensation (M=l'26, SD-1.746)' difficulty
with communication M=1.26, SF2.049), and incontincnce (M=.97, SD-l'543)' to have
low inlluence on sexual expression. See Table I for details.
Factors Co*ibuting to the Resolution of fficulties with Sexual Expression
Nine (22.9olo) participants who had experienced sexual difEculties after stoke
orperienced a resolution of the proble'nr. Hwtaner,2T Q7.17") participants continued to
experience sexual difficulty after stroke, and 2 participants did not answer the survey
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question (n=36). Of the nine respondents who had achieved a resolution, the factors that
were reported as contributing to the resolution of sexual difficulties after stoke included:
professionalmarriagecounseling(0olo),litBranreQ2.2P/o),educationalprograms(0/o),
advice from another saoke survivor (l l.l%), advice from a health care professional
(n.T ). The most common factors thar participans identified as contibuting to the
resolution of sexual difficutties post stroke were time (66.77o) and stnoke club/support
grouPs (44.47o).
The data revealed that the issue of sexual dysfirnction post stroke was not
discussedbyanyhealthcareprofessionalfor22(61.1%o)participan:s.However,ofthe
rernaining 14 (38.97o) participants, the topic of sexual dysfimction post shoke was
addressed by one or more health care professionals including physical therapiss'
psychologiss, speech language pathologists' nurses, doctors, social workers' and OTs'
The medical doctor was the health care professional most ftiequently identified as
addressing the issue, as illustsated in Table 2'
Ctrrcnt Interventions in Occupatiotul Tlrcrryy
Of the three (8.67o) participants who indicated ttrat sexual dysfunction was
addressed in oT servioes, one oT used one on one discussion as a means of interventiou
the second oT gave the participant literature to review, while the third oT used other
methods to address Ore toPic-
Possible Occupatiorul Therqy Intemention for Serual Dysftmction
Inanatyzingwhetherpersonswhohavee:rperiencedastsokewantoTstoadtlress
difficulties with sorual activities, and if so, what intervention techniques they want to see
utilizrdftequencytableswereused.AlthoughTparticipar'rtsleftthissurveyquestion
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unanswered, it was deterrrined thaf 36 (9trlo) participants tlrought ttrd it was appropriate
for oT to address sexual difficulties (n=,40). In addition, it was concluded that the
average comfort level (which was based on a I to l0 likert scale, where 10 is the most
comfortable) of participants in discussing sexual difficulties with an OT was quite high
(M=8.07, SD=2.615, n=40). Participants selected the forum(s) (perticipants could chose
more than one forum) in which the topic should be addressed which resulted in the
following: 28 (63.37o) participants favored talking one on one with an OT; 13 Ql'ly")
participants favored aftending group discussions; 22 (53.7yo) Wtlicipants selected
watching a video with spouse or significant other prcsenq four (9.87o) participants
preferred watching a video without spouse or sigrilicant other present; 3l (75.6yo)
participants frvored discussions with an oT with spouse or sigrificant other prcs€nq and
four (9.87o) participants preferred discussions with an oT without spouse/sigificant
other present. The tluee most popular ways in which the participants felt the topic should
be addr€ss€d dudng oT sessions were talking one on one with an oT with their
spouse/significant other presen! one on one discussion with an OT without
spouse/sigrificaot other, and watching a video with the sipificant other/spouse.
This study also examined the areas of concem that the participants would like to
see addressed in OT services. The three most popular areas for OT intenrention included
finding alternative sexual positions, Ieaming to cop,e with fear and anxiety, and learning
how to incorporate romance back into the relationship as illusuated by Table 3'
Chapter 5: Discussion
oTshavethepotentialtoprovideinterventionstoimprovethequalityoflifefor
those clients who experience sexual dysfirnction post stroke. The results ofthis shrdy are
consistent with research dating back to 1989, coufirrring that the majority of individuals
who have sustained a stroke, and as a result experience sorual dysfirnction, welcome
open and honest discussions regarding such mattem (Burge.lrer & tngatu 1989).
Puticipants
Participarrtsofthisstudydifferfromaprcviousstudy(AgarwalandJainl9S9)in
agevariation'ThemeanageinyearsoftheparticipantsofAgarwalandJain'sstudywas
53.5 + 6.4 years, whereas the mean age in years was 7l'l (SD =11'3) in this study' In
addition,theAgarwalandJain(19E9)studyexploredonlymalesexualdysfunctionpost
stroke, whereas this study explored both male and female sexual dysfimction'
The participants ofthis study also vary Aom a previous study by Northcott and
chard (2000) in that patticipants ofthis shrdy completed a self-administeted
questionnaireregardingsexualfrmctionbothpriortoandafterexperiencingasEoke,
wtrereas participants of the Nortlrcott and chanl study participaled in semi-stucured
inten iews. Therefore, the anonymity of the questionnaire responses may have allowed
participalr:s to be more forthcoming in divulging such private information, but did not
allow the researcher to probe deeper.
ParticipantsinthisshrdyalsodifferfromastudyconductedbyKorpelainerLetal.
(1999),inthatspouseswerenotincludedinthisstrrdyandparticipan:tsofthisstudywere
notrequiredtofilloutthequestionnaireduringtheclubmectingtime.Theywereableto
fillitoutattheirleisure.Allowingparticipan,tstoretumthesurveyattheirleisure
48
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alleviates presst[e to not only complete the survey, but also allows participants the
opportunity to thoughtfrrlly answer the questions.
P@ticirytion and Satisfrction with Sexual Eryression Afier Stroke
The rcsults of this study indicate that, overall, sexual dysfrmction continues to
affect the lives of many individuals after sustaining a stsroke. The majority of survey
respondents revealed that their sexual performance or satisfaction declined considerably
after experiencing a shoke and it remains clear that sexual expression is still an important
aspect in the lives of many. Such findings are consistent with studies conducted by
Korpelaine& et al. (199s) and by Agarwal & Jain (1989). Such results indicate that there
is a significant need to address the area of sexual dysfimction post sE'oke. The study
conducted by Korpelaine& et al. (1999), indicated that those individuals who have had a
stoke, and as a r€sult experience sexual difficulties, may also continue to
sexual difficulties with their gpouses even years after their stroke. These findings are
supported by the r€sults of this study as participants of this study were, on average,
approximately four yeafs pest stroke and they continue to report difficulties with sexual
expression.
Factors thu Intluence Serual Eryression
Individuals who have experienced a shoke, and as a result experience sexual
dysfunction" have various perceptions ofthe factors that influence their sexual
expression Depression, fear ofhaving another shoke, anxiety, weakness, experiencing
changes in sensation, difficulty with communication and speech, incontinence,
dependency in self-care activities, and tiring easily were among the factors that are
perceived by the respondeirts to influence their sexual expression Weakness and tiring
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easily were found to be the most common factors inhibiting sexual expression. While
some research studies (Conine and Evans 1982) examined varying factors that contribute
to sexual dysfrrnction post stroke such as body language, facial expressioru and
communication, the majority of more rccent studies (Korpelaine& et al.l998 and Carod'
et a1.1999) were found to more closely exanrine difficulties that were associated with
medical factors, such as erectile dysfunction in men. Although erectile dysfirnction is
important in the research of sexual dysfrrnctiolu it is generally teated thtough medical
interventions (Marinkovic & Badlani, 2001). Additional factors such as weakness and
fatigue, which were found to notably influence participant's sexual expression in this
study, can be propedy addressed through OT services by increasing endurance and
teaching energy conservation techniques. Factors including weakness and fatigue can
considerably inhibit sexual expression which can impact an individual's performance in
this occupation.
In addition to medicd factors tlut affect sexual expressioq the findings of this
study reveal that there are psychological facton, such as arxiety and self esteem, which
are difficult to measure y* can be important compon€nts in contibuting to sexual
dysfirnction. Similarly, lhe research of Korpelaine'n, et al. (199), has rcvealed that
*.,.psychological factors play a crucial role in determining sexual drive, activity, and
satisfaction after stroke, and their influence is even shongpr tbatr thd of medical factors"
(p. 718). As a result ofthe need to address psychological issues in conjunction with other
physical needs, thoe is an inqeased need for oT intervention in providing assistance to
those individuals who suffer fiom so<ual dysfuirction Post stroke.
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Factors Contributing to the Resolution of Difictlties with Sexual Expression
while a limited number of participans had resolved difticulties with sexual
expressioq the vaS majority ofthose affected by post stroke sexual dysfunction Ql.lo/o)
are candidales for additional interventions to address this issue' Altlrough interventions
such as atteoding support gmups have been useful in achieving limircd results, such
interventions are passive in nature. OT sessions require active participation oftheir
clients as opposed to being able to sit and listen to group discussions in a sftoke club. OT
services have the potential to allow clients to take an active role in resolving difficgltics
with sexual expression.
Cwrent Intementions in Occrtrytional Therapy
Although a number (61.27o) ofpost shoke clients did not receive assistance
regarding issues of sexual dysfunctioru three identified lhat oT addressed the issue. As a
result, there is a need to investigate why the majority ofOTs are not addressing issues
relating to sexual dysfrrnction with their clients. It is important to detemdne what
barriers, such as rmavailability of tools, lsck of taining and time consEaints OTs may be
facing. Research in this area may provide OTs wit]h the ability to assist their clients who
arc experiencing sorual dysfunction post stroke.
Possible Occttpotiorul TturW Intementionfor Smnl Dysfunction
The profession ofOT is comprised ofvaluable resources that possess the potential
to enhance the tives of clients wlro suffer fiom sexual dysfirnction as a result of stroke'
sorual dysfirnction post shoke remains a quality of life issue that couthues to negatively
affect tlre level ofparticipation in normal oocupations for many people. It is clear aom
lhis study that the vast majority of individuals who are afrected by sexual dysfimction
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post sboke, not only desire knowledge of potential remedies, but also consider OT to be
an appropriate discipline for disseminating infomration in an effort to increase
occupational participation within the domain ofOT, yet this is not happening.
The topic of sexual dysfimction post stroke is an intimate and often private matter.
Despite the sensitive nature of the topic, literarur€ suggests that the majority of clients
and their partners consider issues of sexual expression to be an important matter that
slrould be addressed in rehabilitation (Edmans, 198). In additioru the time and manner
in which information is distibuted and interventions canied out slrould solely be at the
discretion of the client within the domain of OT practice. The majority of participants
were found to prefer intervention methods such as watching a video with their
spousey'significant other, and discussing the topic with an OT with their spouser'sigttificant
other present. Other popular choices included discussing issues of sexual dysfunction in
a group forum. This group forum would differ from stroke clubs or support groups where
issues of sexual expression may never be brought up for discussion. In additioq the
group would be lead by an OT who is well tained in such an area In a recent study
conducted by Edmans (198), participants gave mixed opinions regarrding whether they
pefened private discussions alone or with their spousey'parrrer wlren discussing issues of
sorual orpression In essence, intervention methods targeted at enhancing client's means
of sexual expression can and slrould be desiped spocifically for each client, thus
providing the client with a sense ofcontol and customized therapy for their particular
situation. It is imperative that the clients feel that the therapy is appropriale for their
Deds.
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oT services can provide individuals with a home exercise program thar can
increase strength and endurance that may then provide individuals with the means to
enhance sexual expression Similarly, OTs can provide clients with valuable energt
conservation techniques that can allow clients to expend energy carefully throughout tlrc
day, which may prevent them from tiring easily, thus increasing the available enerry for
sexual expr€ssion. Clients may also ben€fit from leaming methods to save energy during
sexual activitY.
OTs *have the ability to analyze the nature and causes of dysfrmction in
occupational performance and to select tleatnent techniques, adapting activities as
required" (couldrick, 1998, p.49a). They are equipped with the knowledge to deal with
psychosocial issues such as fear and arxiety, which according to this study, were areas
that over 5?o/o ofparticipants acknowledged as an appropriate area for OT intervention'
Likewise, OTs can also intoduce clients to altemative sexual positions that can enable
sexual expression, which according to this study was of interest to over 57olo ofthe
participants.
Conchsion
Sexualdysfunctioncontinuestoalterthelivesofmanyindividualswho
expedetrce sftoke. Although some cases ofsexual dysfunction post stroke resolve
naturally, the majofity of individuals continue to live with a life altering condition that
has the potential to be remedied.
For many, sexual expression is an important component ofself. Therefore, wlren
the ability to express oneselfas a sexual being is suddenly taken away, a palt of the
individual is lost in the process. In addition to the variety of medical factors that can
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affect sexual expressiorq psychological factors play a crucial role in how individuals
express thernselves sexually. Factors such as anxiety and issues with selfesteem can be
highly damaging to an individual's ability to express themselves sexually'
In an effort to assist the 6 I . I % of participants of this study u,ho did not receive
assisbnce from health care practitioners and others like theru the profession ofoT is
uniquely positioned to cr€ate an ac.tive role for their clients in regaining previous levels of
sexual expr€ssion. oTs have the ability to re-engage their clielrts in the occupation of
sexual expression.
Additionally, the importance ofcontinued research is a necessity in order to better
understan6 sarual dysfunction post sroke conditions so that additional interventions and
teafnents may be made available for individuals who experience sexual dysfunction post
stsoke.
Chapter 6: Conclusion
Sunmary
Unfortunately; the timited research that is available on issues relating to sexuality
after stroke does not e:rplore ways to remedy the problem. Research is needed to
determine the needs of clients in addition to establishing a potential role for OT. The
survey that was constucted to address this needed research was distributed to 28 stroke
clubs. The emphasis ofthe survey was to garher initial data regarding individuals who
have experienced sexual difficulties post shoke. The survey explored various aspects of
sexual expression including participation and satisfrction both pre and post sroke.
Thisstudyfoundthatthemajority(84%)ofparticipantsexperiencedchangesin
theirabilitytoengageinsexualexpressionpoststroke.Inadditiot''only22%of
participents had resolved their sexual difficulties an average of four years after their
stsoke occurred. The lesutts ofthis study also indicated that 6l% ofpadicipants did not
receive any assistance regarding issues of sexual difficulties from health care
professionals after their stroke. Moreover, the study also indicated ttrat 90% of
participants considoed oT to be an appropriate discipline to address such issues'
indicating a strong desire for OT intervention in this area-
The profession ofoT is uniquely positioned to educate their clients on issues
related to sexual o<pression. oTs are equipped to deat witt psychological, social, and
physical aspects of their client's rebabilitation, all of which are factors that participants of
this study reported as having contibuted to sexual dysfunction'
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Furtlrer research also needs to be conducted to determine the needs ofclients on a
scale much wider than this study. Replicarion ofthis shrdy in an acute rehabilitation
setting may prove to be beneficial, as the client's conditions are more recent and for some
individuals, issues regarding sorual expression might be more of an immediaie concem.
56
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l.
a)
Gererel Informetion ebout thc Study
Funding. Kristine Lowenwirth is the principal investigator and she will incur all
expenses ofthis study. The department ofOccupotional Therapy at Ithaca
College will also provide minimal financial assistance.
Location. The suney will be mailed to shoke clubs throughout the state of
Florida The stroke clubs will mail the completed surveys back to the departnent
of Occupational Therapy Ithaca College, thus meintaining the anonymity of the
subjects ofthe study.
Time Period. The research is scheduled to begin on October 2ffi2, pending the
acceptance ofthe Human Subjects Proposal. The study is scheduled to be
completed in January of 2(X)3, upon the completion of the retumed anonymous
mail surveys.
Expected Outcomes. The results of this study will be disseminated thtough a
completed thesis and a presentation of the results and conclusions in March of
200i. The results may be presented at a professional conference or published in a
professional journal.
Rchtcd Expcrience of the Rcseorcher end Faculty Advisor(s)
The primary investigator, Iftistine [owenwirtb, received her undergraduate
degree in occupational science at Ithaca College. Kristine is currently pursuing a
Masters degree in occupational therapy with orpected completion in 2003. As part of
her undergmduate snrdies, she has taken courses in statistics and research methods.
This is her first experience in conducting formal researclr' however, she has been
involved with the CAFE program held at l,ongview Assisted Living Facility, where
she has had experience with stroke victims.
Sue kicht has been an occupational therapist for 2l years with experience and
Specialty Certification in Neurological Rehabilitation. She has also undertaken
several extensive advanced taining courses rrlated to the evaluation and featment of
client's with Cerebral Vascular Accident (CvAystroke. As part of both her
mdergraduale and graduate shrdies she has taken several courses in statistics and
researct aesign. As a faculty member in occupational therapy she teaches in both the
clinical courses relatod to sboke at both the undegraduate and graduate level and
research methods counps. Sue has also been involved in several research projects
including the investigation of Reflex Sympalhetic Dysmophy in CVA patients and
Clinical Reasoning of Occupational Therapists. She is cunently conducting research
(with assistant professor Marilyn Kane of Ithaca College) on using the Dynavision
2000 to improve occupational performance in post-CVA clienb. Sue bas conducted
another goup researcl projects: one looking at the Hand Function of Childr€n with
an experienced and arrard winning researcher from Comell University, the other
looting at tle retationship of motor rctum after CVA and functional performance'
She is also uniting a doctoral research proposal for her doctoral studies at the
University of Queensland in the area of upper exts€mity rctuill after a CVA'
evidenced based practice and clinical reasoning.
Marilyn Kane is an assistant professor in the occupational therapy department'
She has been an occupational therapist for approximately 30 years. She has been
b)
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involved in assessment tool and prognm development (Functional Needs Assessment
for Chronic Psychiatic Patients), and the associated analysis ofthe tooVprogram
effectiveness with that population. She has successfirlly supervised four graduate
student theses and one group research course (six [6] graduate students). She is
currently conducting research (with assistant professor Susan L,eicht of lthaca
College) on using the Dynavision 20fi) to improve occupational performance in post-
CVAclients.
3. BenefitsoftheStudy
This study has the porcntial to be beneficial on a myriad oflevels. The study was
desigred to incorporate both men ard wome,n in the analysis of sexual dysfunction
post-shoke. It can help determine the needs of occupational therapy patients who are
experiencing sexual dysfunction post-stnokg in addition to helping determine the
degree to which occupational therapists are currently meeting the needs ofpatients
who suffer from sexual dysfunction post-stroke. This study can also help in
determining which occupational therapy tueaments, with regard to sexual
dysfrrnction, patients would like to see addressed in therapy. The study may also
provide a benefit to the members of the shoke clubs in that they will be made better
aware of the issues and possible remedies. ln additiog the snrdy has the potential to
explore the different techniques that occupational therapists have been using as a
means r€afnent for those patients that have experienced sexual dysfirnction pos-
stroke.
4. Dcscription of Subiects
a) The number of subjects that will be included in this sttdy depends on tht return
rate of mail surveys from the 7 I stoke clubs in the stale of Florida It is
anticipated that a retum rare of minimally 35% will be achieved.
b) The charact€ristics ofthe subject population must include the following:
r The CVA must have occurred at leas 6 months ago due to the increased
chance of sexual fimction retuming within the first few months post-stoke
o The subject must have experienced at least one ofthe following symptoms:
decrease in coital frequency or libido, ercctile dysfiurction, insbility to
ejaculare, decease in sexual sdisfaction or vryinal lub'rication
. The subject must e:rperience sexual dysfunction only as a result ofsboke
(cannot be a pre-existing condition).
5. Ileccription of Subiect Participation
Ihis snrdy will require the subjects to fill out and complete an anonymous, written
survey regarding sexual dysfimction that they have experienced post-stroke. The
sorvey rrill takcthe participants approximalely 10-15 minutes to complete. The
exclusionary crircria for being ineligible to complete the suwey include having a
shoke less rhan 6 months ago and experiencing sexual dysfirnction as a result from
any other co-mottid condition aside fiom a CVA.
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The survey will be piloted on five to ten occupational therapy faculty members'
where changes can be made ifappropriate (see appendix D).
6. Ethicel Issues 
- 
DescriPtion
a) Risk of Participation- In an atlempt to minimize any potential risk in
divulging the names ofthe participants ofthis study, due to the sensitive
nature of the subject matter, the survey will remain anonymous. This will be
achieved by having the survey facilitated at the local level by the individual
stoke club organization Additionally, each survey will not require the
participants name and they will be able to retum the survey anonymously to
the researcher.
b) Informed Consent- An informed conseirt for will not be utilize4 as the study
consists ofan anonymous, written survey that will include an introduction
tear-off cover which will state that informed consent is impliod based on the
retum ofthe survey (See athched form).
7. Recmitment of Snbiccts
a) Recruitnent Procedures. The subjects will be recruited through an
anonymous mail survey. The surveys will be sent to stroke clubs througltout
the state of Florida In an atternpt to increase the survey r€tum rate, a follow
up letter will be sent to the coordinator of the shoke club to serve as a
reminder for club members to fill out and return the shoke survey. See
aPPendix A.
b) Inducement to Participate. There is no inducement to participate in this
survey.
8. Confidentiolity/AnonymityofRccponrec
In order to ensure the confidentiality and anonymity ofthe subject, no identifiable
information is requested on the survey' In addition, the surveys will be reamed to
the departnent of Occupational Therapy at Ithaca College in postage-peid addressed
envelopes.
9. Debriefmg-NA
10. Compensatoty Follow-uP
Due to the sensitive nature ofthe topic discussed in the survey, stroke club
members should feel free to contact their local Cormseling Center or physician for
assistance.
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11. Summary of Required Appendices for Stenderd and Erpedited Proposals
a) Stroke Survey
b) Informod Consent Form
c) RecruitnentStatement
d) Stoke Club Coordinator Reminder Letter
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Appendix B
Sexuality Afur S0oke: A SurueY
Deparlnent of Ocupational Therary, ItEca ColhgE, lt.Y. 1'1850-rc79
1. What is your current age? 
-
2. What is your gender? (drcle one) Male Female
3. At what age did Your stroke occur?
4. What type of stroke did you have? (drcle one)
a. left
b. Right
c. OBrer (Spedfy)
5. Did you have a spouse/significant odrer at tte ume your stroke oeurred?(citde one)
yes No (If yes, please continue to question 6. If no, please continue with question 7).
6. ff yes, ar€ you and.your spouse/significail odrer still in a rclationship? (circle
one) Yes No
7. Hgry would you have rated your sexua! peilormance/satisfaction prior to your
strokc?
(Fr<bemely dissatisffed) (Ertremely satisfied)12345678910
8. Did you experhnce any difficulfes rcsuming a sexual relationship wltlr your
pailner afurYour st',oke? (cilde one)
Yes No (If yes, please conunue b question 9. If nq please skip to question 21).
g. ffyes, whdtype of sexual rllfficr|lues du you experience? (cirtle all that apply)
a. Premature eJaqJlaUon
b. Erectile OPfuncton
c Decreased so<ual drive
d. VaginaldrYness
e. Decrease in sexual satifidionf. Fertility issues
g. Otrrer (Please specify) 
-
f0. if you exforienciA a-jexral dffiicupy amr your str.oke has it resolved?
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Yes No (If yes, please continue to question 11. If no, please continue with question
t2).
11. lf tlre sexual difriculties rcsolved, whatfactors helped in resoMng ttese
lssues? (drcle all that apPly)
a. Resolved with time
b. Advice from another stroke survi\or
c. Mvice from a health care professional (please specin
d. Professional maniage counseling
e. LiteratJre such as books and magazinesf. Education program
g. Stroke Club/support grcup
h. Offier (please specify)
12. How would you rate your semral peilomance/satisfaction now?
(Exuemdy dissatis{ied)t 2 3 4 5 6'7
(Exkemely satistred)
13. How mudr inf,uence dld ttre followang factors have on your sexual
perlbrmanoe/satisf,action after your stmoke?
10
a. Depression
b. Fear of another stroke
c. Anxiety
d. Weakness
e. Ctange in sensaEon
f. Difficulty with communication/speech
g. In@ntinenae
h. Dependency in self care activities
i. ndng easlly
i. Self esteem
k Other (speciff)
(no influence)0123
012 3
012 3
012 3
012 3
012 3
012 3
012 3
0123
012 3
012 3
14. Haye any of the following healttr carc pr*ssionals addressed the bplc of
ssual aimcuHes aner silroke wlth you? (cirde all that apply)
(high influence)
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
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a. Noone
b. Occupational Therapist
c. Physical Therapist
d. Doctor (please speclff what type)
e. Psychologist
f. Speech Language Pathologist
g. Nurse
h. Social Worker
i. ffier (please speciff)-
15. If yes, how was tlre topic addressod? (circh all tfiat apply)
a. Discussions with a health care professional
b. Girren literafure (i.e. books, adcles)
c. Girren a refenal to (please spedn
d. Offier (please specify)
16. Were sexual dfficulties addressed in Ocopadonal Therapy?Yes No (If yes, please complete the rest of this survey. If no, please sklp to
questton 21).
17. In your occupational lfieraPy treatment who initiated the cotwensation
rcgarding the topic? (circle one)
a. Oaupational thenPist
b. You
c. Spouse/Significant other
d. Ofrrer (please speciff)
18. Wtren tlre oocupational therapist adrcssed this topic in your llrcrary whicfi of
tfte foltowing were used? (cide all tfid apply)
a. Dlscussions with a health care proftssbnal
b. Glven lihrature (i.e. books, articles)
c. Given a reftrral b (please speclfy)
d. Other (please specify)
20. Werc you sds,fied wittr $e manner in whidt the bpic was addressed?
(Ertrremely dissatistred) (E<femely satisfied)
t234 5 67I910
21. Do you think tlrat ifs appropriate for oegpaffonal tlrerapy to address sexual
dlffioilties in tfieraffi
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Yes No
22. Hoy conrfurtable discussing the toPk of sexual difficulUes witlr an
occupatonal theraPlst are You?
(uncomfortable) (extremely ombrtable)12345678910
23. In addrcssing tte todc of sexual difEcul$co in occupational tAerapy, what
would be your kleal treatment session? (dde all tnat apply)
a. Talking one on one with an occupaUonal theraplst abut the issues
b. Attending a grcup discussion about it
c. watch a video that addrcssed tfie issues wiur spouse/significant offier Fesent
d. Watctr a vldeo t|1at ddressed the issus witiout spouse/signlficant offier present
e. Discusslons with an ocorpational tfrenplst wtEr your spousdslgnificant other presentf. Discussions with an occupafonal thenpist witlrft lour spouse/signlficant g0ler
present
g. Other (please specifY)
24. When do you think infurmation should be Plwfuled b stroke padents
regnrding the topic of sexual dysfunction?
a. Before leaving the hosplhl after your sfroke oaunedb. After leaving tlre hospital after your sboke occuned
c" Information shorld only be provided per patient rcquestd. Information b stroke pafients on sexual d6firnction should rpt be prwided at any
time
25. Wh6! issues rela@d to sexual experirmce shou[ be overed in occtpational
tlrerapy sessions?
a. Bringing romane back into the relationship
b. Fnding altemaE\re phystcal positions
c. Infurmation on hrtllty/ birth conbol
d. Disovering aids to sorual performance
e. Discovering the "so<ual 1ou'after strokef. l-eaming b cope wtth ftar/arxiety
g. Dealing with fatigue in sexuallff
h. Odrer (please sPecifY)
Additional GommenG:
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Appendix C
Recruitment Statement
Dear Club Coordinator,
Thank you in advance for helping me to obtain research daa in this sensitive yet
important area Your assishnce is truly appreciated. In attempting to maximize the results
of this effor! it is important to help the various participonts understand the purpose of the
study to include the benefits to themselves and their sipificant others and parhers. At
the same time it is equally important to assure them that their participation is completely
anonymous and strictly confidential. I'm sure your reassurance in that rcgard will go a
long way in setting the tone for a successfrrl data gathering effort.
As a suggested approaclu I would like to recorrmend that you hand out the survey form
to members ofthe stroke club in as comfortable setting as possible. Afterwards, please
read the following to the goup as a means ofeducating them as to the purpose and
desired outcomes of the study:
nThe purpose ofthis study is to deterrnine how occupotional therapy services may
benefit survivors of shokes wlrc have experienced sexual dysfirnction. The study is
desigred to determine what the occupational therapy needs ofpatients are so that specific
heatnents may be utilized in assisting people resume their normal routines. The
infonnation gatherod will help occupational therapist help their patients Etum to a
normal life sooner rather than later!
I realize that this may be a sensitive subject for some. Please rest assured that all surveys
are to be completely anonym.ous and confidential. Tlrere is no space on the questionnaire
for your narne or any other person information and you will be able to retum the survey
anonymously to the researcher. Also, you may withdraw at any time prior to/or while
filling out the fomr if you are uncomfortable for any reason' Additionalln you must be at
least eighteen years old to participate in the survey. Finally, keep in mind tbat the
information you provide will be most useful in helping occupational therapists help
people improve lheir quality of life.
Thank you for listening. Are there any questions?n
fuairL thank you for helping me conduct this important rcsearch. Please contact me at(@7)277-7104ifyou have any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
Iftistine Lowenwirth, BS
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Appendix D
lnfonned Consent: Tear-Off Cover Page
My name is Kristine l,owenwirth and I am a graduate occupational therapy student at
Ithaca College. I am conducting research for my thesis on the mle ofoccupational
therapy with patients whom are experiencing sexual dysfunction after having a stroke.
As port oflhat rcsearch I am conducting a survey ofparticipoting members of shoke
clubs in the state of Florida I realize tlrat these are very personal and seirsitive questions,
however, the information obtained is intended to assist occupational therapists help
patients improve their quality of life. Please feel free to leave any questions blank and/or
stop filling out lhis survey at any time. If you fird any of the issues discussed in this
survey to be dishrbing, please feel ftee to contact your local Counseling Center or
physician for assistance.
When you have completed the sunren please place it in the envelope pmvided and retum
to thc departsnent of Occupational Therapy at Ithaca College. Feel fi€e to retum a blank
or incomplete survey. PLEASE DONOT WRIIE YOURNAME ANYWHERE ON
THIS SI.JRVEY.
PLEASEDONOTTILL THIS ST]RVEY OUTIF YOU ARET]NDERTTIEACE OF
18.
Please tear this page offand keep it for your records. lnformed consent is implied when
you retum the survey. Thank you very much for helping me out with my research.
Kristine Lowenwirth
Occupational Therapy
IthacaCollege, NY
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Reminder Letter
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December 9, 2002
Dear Club Coordinaror:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your assistance and cooperation in
helping me conduct research on the topic of post stroke sorual dysfrmction I believe that
this rcsearch has the poterfial to grcatly assist occupational therapiss in developing
helpful Eeatonents for their clients. Most importantly, I am hopeful that such new
fieatrnents will result in a vast improvement in the quality of life for those who suffer
from this malady.
As lhe holidays approactu a number of stroke clubs will be having their holiday
gatherings. lvlany ofthe club coordinators participating in this rcsearch intend to use such
gafrerings as an opporhmity to disseminare the questionnaire to would-be participants.
Additionally, many srpect to have participants complete the questionnaires and retum
them at that time. If appropriate, please use such gathoings as an opportunity to rcmind
tlre respondents to complete the qtrestionnaire and rett[n them to me. Ifnot, please obtain
the feedback from your club members in a manner best suited for their particular
situation.
Once agaiq I would like to thank your participation in this important research- I look
forward to receiving the completed questionnaires from your club members by Janl5th.
Ifthis is not possiblg please let me know rvten you anticipate that I will receive the
information so that I may plan on incorporating your contibutions into tlrc study.
Finally, I wish to exteNd my best wishes to you and your club members for a happy and
healthy holiday season
As always, feel free to contact me with any questions either by telephone (607-274-17A)
or at my mailing ad&€ss:
Iftistine Inwenwirth
18 HudsonHeighs
Ithaca, NY 14850
Sincercly,
Kristine lowenwirth
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Table I
kvel of Influence oflndividual Factors on Sexual Expression
(no influence)
(hirhest
infiuence)
Factors (%) Zerc One Tso Three Four Five
Oepression (n=36) 33.3 5.6 13.9 19.4 8.3 19.4
Fe6r of another stoke (n=35) 42.9 5.7 5.7 1',l.4 17.1 '.17.1
tuixiety (n=36)
Weakness (n=36)
Speech ditrculty (n=35)
lncontinence (n=35)
Dependency in Self Care
(n=35)
27.8
19.4
8.3 5.6 2.2 25
2.8 11.1 13.9 25
8.6
25.7 8.6
13.9
11.1
27.8
8.8Change sensaton (n=34) 55.9 8.8 14.7 2.9
68.6 2.9 2.9 5.7 0 20
14.3 2.9 5.7 5.762.9
8.8
5.7
77
3't.4 20
13.9
8.6
19.4;t
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Table 2
Percent of Participants who Identified Health Care Professions as Addressing Sexual
Dysfi rnction Post Stroke
Profession (n=36) Percentage
Physical Therapy
Psyciology
Speecn Language Pattology
Occupational Therapy
2.9
5.7
5.7
8.6
Nursing 11.4
PhvBician 22.9
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Table 3
Percent ofParticipants who Identified an Area as Appropriate for OT Intervention
Areas for lnbl.enton Percen@e (n= 41)
Altemative Po6itions
Coping W Fear and Anxiety
Aids b Sexual Perfomance
lncoryorating Romance
Dealing w/ Fatigue
Finding $e'Serual You'
lnbrmation on Fe ility
57.5
57.5
2j2.9
52.5
45.0
25.0
2.5
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Figure I
Conceptual framework for therapeutic occupation (Nelsorl
1994).
OCCI'?ATION
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